













                                             STAR WARS: One Of A Kind



                                                       

                                                       The Empire's most powerful weapon, the massive Death Star, has just been destroyed in space around the Yavin system. The Rebel Alliance, hiding in a secret base on one of Yavin 4's moons, have evacuated almost immediately afterwords, fearing a retaliatory strike. A single person, an ex-Imperial Stormtrooper that managed to flee the Death Star in secret aboard the Millenium Falcon, has been left alone on the moon's surface. Now free of the evil Empire, he needs to find his own path, doing what he can to start a new life, while leaving his old one in the past.....


                                                       The sun's morning light streamed through the open hangar door, filling the massive space with much needed illumination. Bits and pieces lay strewn about the huge staging area, crates and supplies among the many items left behind by the evacuation of the Rebel forces upon their withdrawal from the moon base. The decision to leave was made by the Rebel leadership in hope of keeping the Imperial forces off-guard, and not allowing them to stay in pursuit. Now that the Death Star was gone, the Empire would surely be incensed and looking for payback. Living on the run might not be the best plan ever conceived, but it worked for the Rebels thus far, and there was little choice anyways.
                                                      A lone figure walked out from the main entry corridor, arms loaded with supplies, walking slowly across the hangar to a solitary Y-wing fighter that had been left behind, in need of some repairs to make it spaceworthy. "Still don't see why they didn't load it into a transport." mumbled the man, his short brown hair closely cropped to his head. A few years shy of thirty, his first career was as an Imperial stormtrooper, posted to the Death Star itself. Known only as TK-421, his job was to patrol the levels of the mighty space station, occassionally serving as a guard for a scanning crew and such, even though he was an excellent repairman and had a knack for fixing all kinds of equipment.
                                                     Knocked unconcious by a Rebel smuggler that was brought onto the Death Star, he awoke much later to find himself in a dark compartment aboard a small ship. He managed to escape the compartment, and take refuge in an unused portion of the Rebel base before they all packed up and left. In the couple of weeks since their departure, he had been alone, gathering supplies and food, and working on the Y-wing day after day. He harboured no ill will against the Rebels, and was happy to be free of working mundane assignments for the Empire. He even took a name, Trent Korvellian, the first two letters from his Empire callsign, formely TK-421. From now on, he had decided to roam space on his own, once he could get the ship working. He longed to travel to some other worlds and possibly become a trader or something, but as it stood, he wasn't sure yet.
                                                     For the time being, there was work to be done. The repairs to the Y-wing were almost complete, and he was confident he could get it into the air by the end of the day. Yavin IV was a nice place, but there was little else for him to do, and no one to talk to. He stroked his chin while pondering the open access panel on the side of the Y-wing's starboard engine, figuring out in his head the new power couplings he was going to install. His special modifications were almost complete, the last being the more powerful shield generators he had installed the previous day, in addition to the increased firepower. "If I'm going to be flying around the galaxy alone, I'll need all this." Trent said to himself, hoping the end result to all his work would be favourable once the ship hit space.
                                                     Later in the afternoon, the work on the Y-wing was complete, and he had just finished loading all of the gear he might need into cargo pod he had added behind the cockpit. Dressed in a blue rebel flight suit that had also modified to suit his needs, Trent climbed up into the cockpit and prepared to launch. Soon, he would leave Yavin IV behind, as staying on the moon long-term was never his intention. "Time to shove off." he muttered, before flipping a couple switches and pushing the ignition button. The Y-wing's two engines roared to life, as he went over the controls one last time. The hangar door open permanently, he pushed the dual control sticks forward, the Y-wing jumping forward and taking no time at all to clear the hangar, before blasting ahead. Pulling up on the sticks set him towards space, and it wasn't long before he left the thin atmosphere of the moon and was making his calculations for the jump to light speed. In a blink, his ship disappeared into the unknown.


                                                      The approach to the planet Tatooine was largely uneventful as far as landings went. Having easily been cleared for landing at Mos Eisley spaceport, it only took a few more minutes to locate the docking bay he had been assigned to house his Y-wing. Seconds later, his ship touched down inside the spacious facility with a thud, as he shut off the engines and other systems for the time being. As the cockpit started to open, he reached behind his seat to grab his utility belt, which contained a blaster and some other things he may or may not need. Clipping it to his belt, he then climbed down from the ship and closed the cockpit remotely, not wanting anyone nosing around in it while he was away. Moments later, he emerged from the docking bay and started to explore the spaceport, hoping to find some information and such, to start his new life away from the Empire.
                                                      An hour later, Trent stumbled upon a cantina that seemed busy with patrons, having seen many go in and out as he arrived. He headed inside and passed through the droid scanner on the wall, walking up to the bar. An older man with messy brown hair and a bit of a stomach stood with his back to the bar, pouring a drink out of some canister and into a glass, probably for a customer. The cantina wasn't the brightest lit, but he didn't mind. Looking around the interior of the place he could see various humans and aliens having a drink at the bar, or sitting at a table near the walls. Some spoke Basic to each other, while groups of aliens spoke in their own tongue to each other. As he returned his gaze to the bar, the bartender turned around and gave a drink to the alien two seats down.
                                                     "Hey. Barkeep." said Trent sharply. The bartender gave him a mean look, but it didn't phase him. "What'll you have?" he asked in a gruff tone. Pointing at the alien's drink, Trent just smiled. "What he's having, thanks." he replied calmly, before looking around again. The bartender grunted and turned around again to get the order ready. Awating his drink, the ex-Stormtrooper could hear two people talking in Basic near the barstool in which he occupied. Deciding not to turn around for fear of being caught eavesdropping, he kept his focus on the bar, while listening as best he could to the conversation, hoping to catch something useful out of it. "Yeah," started a man with an almost hoarse-sounding voice. "Those Imperials are mighty mad now. They're gonna shoot first and ask questions later methinks." he said.
                                                     "How's that different than any other day?" asked the second man, his voice more high-pitched. "You ever known them to be all happy and smiley?" he queried rhetorically. The hoarse man laughed. "Yeah, true that. Well, I better get going." he stated. "Gotta get off this rock while I still can. Nice talking to you." he finished, before Trent heard the sound of coins hitting the table, and a man shuffling off to the exit. His curiosity was peaked somewhat, wondering what the man was worried about that he had to leave. Was he in some kind of Imperial trouble? It might be worth checking out. Trent risked a glance over his shoulder to see what the man looked like. Grey shabby hair, and wore an old tunic, possibly something a trader or smuggler might wear. The man plodded along with a bit of a limp, and wasn't very fast at all. 'Shouldn't take much to shadow him.' thought Trent.
                                                     Just then, his attention was brought back to the door by the arrival of his drink. He nodded and took a sip, relishing the smooth taste of the drink. The alien nearby whose order he had copied suddenly caught his attention. His bald and large-eyed appearance didn't bother him, and he chuckled as he saw the alien hold up his own drink and nodded once. "Ah yes!" said Trent amusedly. "Cheers!" he finished, holding up his own drink to toast the happy alien. They both took gulps and then went back to pondering their own things, as Trent decided to just finish his one drink and pay, hoping to find out where that old trader was going and whatever it was he was up to, as it might just pay off.


                                                     The suns had set for the day, night time slowly taking over across the land. Mos Eisley was daunting during the day, to say the least. Night only amplified the shifty indivduals and other riff raff that infested the spaceport. Jawas scurried around, trying to get back to their land transports, while others were just getting started in their own affairs when night fell. Trent slowly made his way down a dakr alleyway, having seen the gray haired trader duck down it, and head through a doorway near it's centre. Approaching the door, Trent stopped to read the signage. "Docking Bay 97." he mumbled quietly. He tried the door gently. It appeared to be locked. No one else was nearby, so he decided to linger for a while and see if he could hear anything from the other side of the door.
                                                     There were a couple of voices, but even with putting an ear to the door, the voices were muffled at best. "Hmm." he whispered to himself, wondering what was going on in there. Suddenly, blaster shots started to ring out from inside the docking bay. Trent ran into the alcove across the alley from the door and drew his blaster pistol, ready for anything. A few seconds passed by, but nothing happened. All was silent. Then, without warning, a ship's engine roared to life. He watched as the small transport ship rose above the docking bay and blasted off into the sky, heading away from the spaceport and into the cosmos above. Trent knew he couldn't get to his Y-wing fast enough to pursue the craft, so he settled for using his blaster to open the door, overloading the controls with one shot.
                                                      He carefully slid through the opening in the doors that was just big enough for him to pass, light streaming through it, and looked around. Ahead was something lying on the ground. Trent walked up and saw the fallen form of the older grey haired trader, having been shot at close range with a blaster. "Dead." he muttered, after checking the man's pulse. "Wonder what he was killed for...." wondered the former Imperial soldier, looking about for anything that would help explain the sequence of events. He checked the man's clothing and found two items in them. One was a data disc, which he didn't hesitate to pocket so he could examine it later, the other was some sort of token with the numbers '97' marked on it. "Probably a reminder for his docking bay access." he said softly.
                                                       Footfalls started to be heard not far away, and many of them, marching in unison. "Stormtroopers." he muttered, before jogging to the door of the docking bay and slipping back into the alleyway, leaving the area seconds before Imperial soldeirs made their way into the alley and headed for the docking bay, starting to secure the area. Trent watched from the far end of the alley behind some crates, and shook his head. "Must be something important the old man was connected with, for that many stormtroopers to be interested." he said to himself, trying to figure out what was really going on. "The answer could very well be on this disc, or it left with the ship." he surmised aloud in a low voice, before taking off into the darkness, leaving to ponder his next move.


                                                       "Sir, I have the report from the surface." started the young lieutenant as he marched up to his captain, trusted with delivering the news from the mission. He stopped and stood at attention in front of his superior. Captain Alastair Nemm, a man in his early forties that did not yet have any visible grey hair, had been a career Imperial Navy officer, rising through the ranks to gain command of his own Star Destroyer, the Ravager. He had been ordered to find a trader that may or may not have come across the location of where the Rebels might be gathering their forces, or even constructing a new base. "Out with it, Lieutenant." ordered Nemm, already growing short on patience. The Lieutenant frowned briefly, not really wanting to be the bearer of bad news, but he had his duty to perform, regardless.
                                                       "Our troops deployed to Mos Eisley have not found the disk, sir." he started. "The owner was found dead, and it wasn't on him. It's believed that whoever killed the merchant also stole his ship, taking the disk with them." he finished, making sure to leave nothing out. Nemm stroked his goatee before responding. "Very well. We will have to redouble our efforts here in space. Have the garrison return to the ship immediately." he ordered, as the lieutenant nodded and hurried off to make the arrangements. Nemm knew that he was running out of time to find that disk. Soon, Lord Vader himself would want to know what was going on, and would not be very happy if he heard of failulre on Nemm's part. The captain walked across his bridge to an ensign sitting at the operations console.
                                                        "Start monitoring every ship that comes in and out of this sector." he said sternly. "I want regular updates as soon as you have them." he finished. The ensign nodded. "Yes sir." replied the younger man. Nemm walked to the front of the bridge and stared out the viewport with his hands clasped behind his back. He had a squadron of TIE fighters running reconaissance around the system, keeping an eye on traffic already. It was his hope that whoever stole the information would be intercepted before thy left the system, and apprehended. Nemm was not accustomed to failure, and wanted to keep himself off Vader's radar so to speak. He had always managed to execute his missions well, earning him the respect of most in the Imperial Fleet. He intended to make Admiral soon, always wanting more.
                                                         Just then, his thoughts were interrupted by someone behind him. "Sir!" exclaimed one of his men jubilantly. Nemm turned around to face another Lieutenant. "What is it, Lieutenant?" he asked, hands still clasped behind him. The man grinned slightly. "Patrol squadron has located and identified the ship we're looking for! They're in pursuit as we speak!" he said happily. Nemm smiled somewhat, before clapping once. "Excellent." he started. "As soon as our troops are back on board, set an intercept course! Have our TIE squadron keep the ship from leaving Tatooine space!" he ordered, again turning to face the viewport. "Yes sir!" yelled the Lieutenant, before running off to carry out his Captain's orders. 'Lord Vader will be most pleased indeed.' thought Nemm, happy now.


                                                          The sight of a Star Destroyer never seemed to phase him, even when he was a raw cadet in the Imperial system. Trent stared at it for a few minutes as his sat motionless in the space around Tatooine, watching the massive ship start to turn away from the planet, it's giant engines coming to life and giving it the thrust it needed to get underway. "Now then, where are you off to?" he mumbled to himself in the safety of his cockpit, trying to figure out what the big ship was doing. "Better tail them from a distance." he muttered, having decided to leave the surface after finding the disk, hoping to catch a glimpse of the ship stolen from the docking bay. Instead, he found himself in the middle of some heavy Imperial operations, and he had yet to determine what it was they were up to.
                                                          Just then, his scanners picked up something ahead of the Star Destroyer. It looked like several TIE fighters harassing another ship of an unknown design. "I wonder if that's the ship stolen from the trader?" he wondered aloud, before flipping a few switches in the cockpit. Trent had a feeling that the ship being pursued belonged to the dead trader, and that it's pilot was in some sort of Imperial trouble. "This could get interesting." he muttered, before bringing his Y-wing into a course running parallel of the Star Destroyer, but from a distance as to not alarm them. It didn't take long for him to overtake the slow Star Destroyer, and before long, was closing in on the transport craft. A couple minutes later, he could see for himself the small swarm of TIE fighters around it.
                                                         'Curious how they aren't shooting at it.' he thought to himself. He knew from experience that if the Empire wanted you in custody, they'd shoot you into submission at the very least. Suddenly, one of the TIE fighters let loose with a barrage of weapons fire, striking the transport. The other TIEs swooped around and started doing the same thing. "Spoke too soon....' he mumbled, voice trailing off. Trent brought his own weapons to full power, and pondered his course of action. He had enhanced the weapons on the Y-wing and almost tripled their output, able to hang in a firefight much longer than a standard Y-wing. The deflectors were also much stronger, giving him better survivability. He was itching to test all his new things, but at the same time didn't want to needlessly put himself in harm's way.
                                                         The transport was now taking heavy fire, and it didn't look like it would last long. "Hyperdrive must be shot." speculated Trent, otherwise it would have gone to light speed and gotten away. Without warning, the transport suddenly exploded into many pieces and fragments. The TIE fighters broke off and started to double back towards their Star Destroyer. "Time to test my improvments, methinks." said Trent to himself, bringing his craft about and starting to tail the group of TIE's. He rechecked his readouts and controls, flipped a couple of switches, and  targetted the closed TIE fighter that was bringing up the rear. "He's not going to like this....." mumbled Trent as he pulled the fire trigger on his control stick, twin bolts of orange lancing out from his craft and striking their target.


                                                         A warning sound went off on the bridge, causing Captain Nemm to break from his concentration near the viewport and whirl around. "Report." he said calmly, addressing his bridge crew. "Sir," started a lieutenant. "Someone has opened fire on our TIE squadron. One ship destroyed." he relayed. The captain raised an eyebrow. "Who in their right mind would do that?" he asked. The lieutenant checked his screen. "Ship is unidentified, sir. Not showing as a rebel vessel." he said back. The captain walked over the the young officer's station, and looked at the readout of the small ship. "It's a Y-wing, but it looks to have been modified." he muttered. "Yes sir." replied the lieutenant. "Could be a mercenary." he finished. Nemm shook his head. "NO mercenary would be stupid as to attack an Imperial ship." he snapped, trying to figure out what was going on out there.
                                                        Just then, the screen in front of the officer flashed. "Second TIE destroyed, sir!" yelled the lieutenant. Captain Nemm looked confused for a moment, wondering why someone would do something suicidal like this. "Tell the TIE squadron to get clear, then open fire with the forward turbolasers." he ordered. The lieutenant nodded, as another officer gave a "Yes sir." in the background, as he scurried off to takes the gloves off the forward gunners. Nemm turned his attention to the forward viewport, watching as streaks of weapons fire lanced out from his ship in the direction of the unknown ship. Unfortunately, a shout from the young officer signified that their plan wasn't working. "Sir! The enemy ship has avoided our weapons fire, and is making a direct run at the Ravager!" he exclaimed with uncertainty, unnerved by the quick turn of events.
                                                        Nemm turned towards the officer's station. "He is going to attack us?" he queried, thinking the small ship's pilot was quite mad. "No one in their right mind takes a run at a Star Destroyer!" he finished, stroking his chin as he tried to come to terms with the suicide run that the enemy ship was on. "Intensify forward weapons. I don't want to take any chances with this....kamikaze pilot." he mentioned, again turning back to the viewport, as the crew executed his orders around him. Nemm could now see the small Y-wing getting closer and closer, and fast, and could see that the ship had not changed his course. "He's out of his mind....." said Nemm, voice trailing off as more bolts of weapons fire shot out from his ship's turbolaser batteries, attempting to take out the fighter before it was too late.
                                                         Shot after shot either missed or grazed the fighter's deflector shields, which shouldn't be holding whatsoever under this kind of assault. Nemm could see that the defence was useless, the Y-wing flying straight through it all, and keeping on it's course for the Star Destroyer's command tower. Nemm started to have a bad feeling about all of this. "All hands brace for impact!" he yelled, as officers and crew on the bridge grabbed onto something, while some scurried towards a safer spot. Nemm kept his gaze on the viewport as he held onto a railing, and watched as the Y-wing suddenly pulled up at the last possible second. Nemm was about to breathe a sigh of relief, and let go of the railing before the ship shook with a ferocity that threw him as well as several of his officers, to the deck.
                                                          Warnings went off in the background, as the young lieutenant called out. "Port shield generator has been destroyed!" he exclaimed worriedly. "Enemy ship took it out, along with the port side auxiliary couplings!" he finished, trying to get something working. "We've also lost the navicomputer, as well as attitude control!" he shouted, as other crew members started to move about and attempt repairs. Consoles shorted out on the bridge as Nemm was helped back to his feet by a member of the crew. "This pilot knew where to hit us to do the most harm!" he snapped. "My ship is dead in the water, and I want answers!" he yelled to his crew. "I want them soon, is that understood?!" he screamed at the nearby officers. Most of them nodded their acknowledgement, while his commander stopped and answered. "Yes sir. Right away sir!" he said before hurrying off. Nemm was not amused at what had transpired, not one bit, and fell into a foul mood rather quickly.


                                                            After several jumps in and out of hyperspace, Trent's Y-wing sat motionless in space in a remote system that contained a large asteroid field and an inhospitable planet that could best be described as a giant ball of eternal winter. Having disabled the Star Destroyer hours earlier, Trent had spent the time examining the data disc and inserting it into the data port in his ship. A set of coordinates flashed on the small screen in his cockpit, indicating this system. It hadn't taken him long to program his navicomputer to bring him here, and now that he was, there seemed to be nothing here in the ways of life. "Not enough life in this system to fill a cantina." he said to himself in his flight helmet.
                                                            Getting a little bored, Trent was about to enter an exit vector into his computer and be on his way, when all of a sudden, the space between himself and the asteroid field became full with a starship that had just come out of light speed, before slowing itself down to a stop before him. It was a CR90 class corvette, a ship type mass produced on Corellia. He remembered seeing these in production when he was early into his first career in the Empire. Minutes passed as the corvette just sat there, unmoving. Her weapons were not powered up, and neither were his. Finally, after almost half an hour, the comm came to life with the voice of someone from the corvette. "Unidentified Y-wing, this is the corvette Harmony. Please state your intentions in this sector." said a woman's voice.
                                                            Trent pressed a button and opened his comm. "This is Trent Korvellian." he replied. "Who might you be?" he queried right back. A moment of silence fell upon the comm before a response came. "I am a Captain in the Rebel Alliance, and I prefer not to give my name at this time." said the female voice. "Please state you intentions." she repeated from the first message. Trent grinned. "Hardball, eh?" he started. "Fine. I came to this system via coordinates I got off of a data disc. It's owner had an unfortunate accident on Tatooine, something not of my own doing." he finished. Seconds later, a response came. "The 'owner' as you say was supposed to deliver the disk to these coordinates. We would request that you give us the disk, and we'll both be on our way." she said calmly.
                                                            The audacity of the request made Trent laugh. "I may be low on caf right now, but I'm not a fool." he snapped. "I'll give you back this disk, as I have no use for it, but.....I expect to be compensated." he replied. A few minutes passed with nothing so much as a breath before a response came. "Very well, Mr. Korvellian. We agree to your terms." she said. Trent grinned inside his helmet. "Excellent." he said back, before closing the channel. "Perhaps with the money I make off this disk, I can purchase something useful for my ship." he muttered to himself, having given some thought to buying an astromech droid or some other equipment for his Y-wing. The trader life seemed to beckon to him, except he was starting to become interested in selling information and secrets more than anything else. He knew he'd have to dig for what he wanted to sell, and it could take him across the galaxy.


                                                            A couple of technicians scrambled around the Y-wing to repair a couple of minor dings from the battle with the Star Destroyer. The small ship sat on a landing platform on the Cloud City, one of many such pads on the massive floating city, hovering tens of thousands of kilometers above the core of the gas giant world, Bespin. Trent had decided to finally pay it a visit, now that he worked for himself. The money paid to him by the Rebel Alliance for the information disk was a nice sum indeed, allowing him to purchase an astromech droid as well as some supplies, with more than enough left over to carry him for some time. He could have made much  more on the disk, as the rebel leader seemed very impatient to get it back, but what he was offered was more than fair.
                                                          Trent knew that becoming a greedy trader might one day come back to haunt him, so he decided to be as fair as he could, while still making a decent living. Standing near the edge of the landing pad and keeping an eye the work done on his small ship, he saw a third technician walk out across the boarding bridge with an astromech droid in tow, an R3-series droid he had purchased for a very good price. The unit was in tip-top shape, and would have commanded more money if there already wasn't an abundance of them around on the city. It's black and silver colour scheme appealed to him, and the unit was already able to slide into the astromech slot present on his Y-wing. The little droid abruptly turned right and came to a halt before him, beeping and booping a couple of times.
                                                          "Correct. I am your new master. My name is Trent." he said in response to the droid's query. The little astromech beeped again and swivelled his dome towards the Y-wing and back. Trent chuckled. "Yes, that's my ship all right. I call it the Star Sword." he replied. That suddenly gave him an idea. Perhaps he would give the droid a name. It was not unheard of for some pilots to give a more personal name to an astromech droid. "I think I will call you..... Slider!" he said, amused by the way the droid slid and swiveled it's dome when it beeped. A happy chirp came from the droid. "Good!" started Trent. "I'm glad you like it. The tech here will strap you in, and then we'll be off." he finished. The droid beeped and booped again. Trent shrugged slightly. "I'm not sure where we're going. I have all the time in the world, really." he explained. "There is much I want to do and see in this galaxy, and from here on in, you and I will be sharing all of that." he said happily.
                                                           Slider chirped happily and started off for the Y-wing again, beeping here and there as he went. Trent felt good being by himself now, free of the Empire and his restraints therein. The whole galaxy was his to explore and enjoy, whether it be blasting off to the rim, or exploring closer areas towards the core. He was even looking to return to Corellia for a visit, this time as a free trader rather than an Imperial Stormtrooper. "Things to do, places to go!" he exclaimed cheerfuly, as he carried his flight helmet and slowly walked towards the Star Sword, hoping to get underway soon and start his new odyssey amongst the stars. Bespi's sun started to set in the background, the lights of the city turning on here and there as he walked up to the ladder next to his ship to board it and leave the clouds behind, preferring the blackness of space and the stars that populated it.



                                                              THE END 

                                                          

